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what is it?
Nyce beautox luxury care is a revolutionary deep reconstruction 

system. its valuable formulation allows complete reconstruction of 
the hair, thanks to hyaluronic acid and active ingredients with low 
molecular weight which penetrate into the fibre, acting on several 

levels. for a replenishing and long lasting effect.

what does it do?
thanks to the fill & seal system it compacts and seals the fibre

NYCE Beautox

results
reconstructed, replenished and radiant hair all year round

visible and immediate results from the very first treatment

medulla
creates new ionic bonds which 
close the air gaps of hair like
an imaginary zip

cortex
compacts the hair structure by 
creating intercellular cement

cuticle
it seals by trapping all the
active ingredients and compacting 
the fibre

before

after

how does it work?
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i prodotti

thanks to the fill&seal system, the 2 steps act in synergy for:
a total reconstruction treatment

protection of the hair during technical services

sealing treatment which closes 
the hair cuticle and holds the 
active ingredients within

the hair, deeply reconstructs the 
hair fibre, compacts the ionic 
bonds creating an intercellular 

cement. it is a real beauty 
treatment for reconstructed and 

shiny hair.

– 1000 ml pack – 

 reconstructing filler which 
compacts the hair, adding 

body and elasticity, its ultra 
deep action reaches the core of 

the fibre, providing the valuable 
properties of the bio berries 

blend and hyaluronic acid, highly 
moisturising with a long-lasting 

effect.
 

– 500 ml pack – 

Step  

sealing treatment
Step 

reconstruct filler

nyce beautox
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enveloping talc
and flowery notes
head: citrus
heart: flowery-talc
base: woody

without
1. sls&sles
2. parabens
3. mineral oil
4. edta
5. formaldehyde liberators free 
6. colorants

dermatologically tested

nickel tested

1) hyaluronic acid
it acts by providing long-lasting 
intense hydration, immediate 
replenishing action.

2) green tangerine concentrate
«bpm» (low molecular weight) active 
ingredient which deeply penetrates, 
moisturises, refreshes and 
invigorates.

3) myrtle berries
organic and Ecocert certified 
active  ingredients with protective 
and anti-ageing properties.

inside nyce beautox
a cosmetic synergy with eco-friendly formulas for 

a unique sensory experience.

bio berries blend nyce beautox
at the heart of nyce beautox there is a natural technology, made of 
quality-certified cutting-edge ingredients and active ingredients.
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nyce beautox can be used during various types of services:

light & build 

bleaching and
recostruction service

with deco shine

color & build 

color and
recostruction treatment

with nyce color hd

3 services in 2 simple steps

reconstruction
treatment

deep reconstruction treatment
with luxury care evita
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1. reconstruction treatment
deep reconstruction treatment with luxury care evita

2.color&build
color and recostruction treatment with nyce color hd

how to use the oxygens:
23 vol to obtain a lightening result given by a 10 vol
33 vol to obtain a lightening result given by a 20 vol
40 vol to obtain a lightening result given by a 30 vol

add 0.5 ml of nyce beautox step 1 for every 10 g of color hd. in this case, nyce
beautox is recommended to be added in the color mix to be applied only on the 
whole lengths and ends and not to the root. the gel-cream with nyce beautox 
changes its texture slightly, making it smoother for application.

let it set according to the color service times

rinse

wash with luxury care color illuminating shampoo

apply a suitable amount of nyce beautox step 2 to wet hair to saturate the hair 
from the roots to the ends and comb. this continues the hair reconstruction 
process which is still sensitive after the technical service. it restores 
strength, structure and integrity of the hair

setting time 5-10 minutes

rinse

moisture the hair with a sprayer.

mix 10 g of nyce beautox step 1 with 15 g of step 2 in a bowl.
the dose may vary depending of the length and porosity of the hair.
always maintain the ratio 1:1.5.

apply with a brush from the roots to the tips on previously dampened hair

 

rinse thoroughly

wash with evita rebuilding shampoo and rinse

apply evita mineral spray, let it set for 5 minutes and rinse 

apply evita rebuilding therapy, let it set for 5 minutes and rinse

dry and apply evita brilliant serum to seal
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4 specific programs for each hair fibre needs, a benefit/solution line:

Color
for colored hair

Volume
for fine and fragile hair

Discipline
for curly and frizzy hair

Evita
for dry and damaged hair

3. light&build
bleaching and recostruction service with deco shine

how to use the oxygens:
23 vol to obtain a lightening result given by a 10 vol
33 vol to obtain a lightening result given by a 20 vol
40 vol to obtain a lightening result given by a 30 vol

Luxury Care
maintenance at home:

add 3 g of nyce beautox step 1, every 10 g of shine deco

let it set according to the bleaching service times

 

rinse thoroughly

lavare luxury care color illuminating shampoo

apply a suitable amount of nyce beautox step 2 to wet hair to saturate 
the hair from the roots to the ends and comb. this continues the hair 
reconstruction process which is still sensitive after the technical service.
it restores strength, structure and integrity of the hair.

wash with luxury care color illuminating shampoo

rinse
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NYCE Beautox 
technology
and nature
to create
beauty 




